BACKGROUND: Excessive adipose tissue, particularly with a centralized distribution, propagates hormonal and metabolic disturbance. The detrimental effects of adiposity may extend beyond the periphery and target the central nervous system, increasing vulnerability to cognitive decline. The aim of the current study was to determine how central adiposity impacts the brain at midlife by examining the blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) response to a challenging cognitive task. METHODS: Seventy-three adults, aged 40-60 years, completed a 2-back verbal working memory task during functional magnetic resonance imaging. Central adiposity was assessed with waist circumference. The association between waist circumference and task-related activation in a priori regions of interest was modeled using bootstrapping regression models corrected for multiplecomparisons. RESULTS: Larger waist circumference was associated with diminished working-memory-related BOLD response in the right superior frontal gyrus (β = − 0.008, P = 0.001, 95% CI: −0.012 to −0.004) and left middle frontal gyrus (β = − 0.009, P = 0.002, 95% CI: −0.015 to −0.003), statistically adjusting for age, sex, systolic blood pressure and total cholesterol. Reduced task-related activation in the right superior frontal gyrus (r = − 0.369, P = 0.002) and left middle frontal gyrus (r = − 0.266, P = 0.025) were related to slower reaction time on the task, controlling for age and education. CONCLUSIONS: Larger waist circumference predicted alterations in the BOLD response that coupled with decrements in task performance. While future studies are necessary, the results suggest that similar to its role in the periphery, central adiposity may be a robust predictor of metabolic and hormonal alterations that impinge upon central nervous system functioning.
INTRODUCTION
Prevalence rates of obesity have rapidly accelerated in developing countries, leading to its classification as one of the top global health problems. 1 Obesity is associated with numerous disease states including increased risk of cardiovascular disease, cancer and all-cause mortality. 2 Moreover, recent evidence indicates that obesity may have a similarly detrimental impact on the brain, [3] [4] [5] making it one of the most significant emerging threats to cognition. In particular, obesity at midlife is linked with increased dementia risk and accelerated cerebral atrophy in the elderly. 3, 6, 7 Given the vast prevalence of obesity, identification of the pathogenic mechanisms that underlie the deleterious impact of obesity on the brain is a public health imperative. Traditionally, the cognitive impact of obesity has been attributed to cardiovascular risk factors such as diabetes and hypertension. However, numerous reports indicate that the association between obesity and cognitive decline persists over and above adjustment for cardiovascular risk factors, 6, 7 indicating that adiposity itself may impinge upon central nervous system functioning. 8 Adipocytes, the primary cellular component of adipose tissue, may directly impact cerebral health. Adipocytes are metabolically active cells, capable of modulating hormonal, inflammatory and growth factor pathways that affect central nervous system functioning. 8 Moreover, the distribution of adiposity may be an even more important predictor of cognitive vulnerability than total adipose mass. 9 Adipose tissue distributed on the arms and legs of the body contains subcutaneous fat, which accumulates under the skin and represents approximately 80% of the total body fat. 10 In contrast, adipose accumulation along the waistline is indicative of visceral fat, which surrounds the viscera and internal abdominal organs. 10 In comparison with subcutaneous fat, visceral fat is more metabolically active 11 and thus may exert a larger influence on central nervous system functioning. In support of this hypothesis, higher midlife waist circumference, a proxy measure for visceral adiposity, predicts increased dementia risk in older adults, whereas thigh circumference, a measure of subcutaneous fat, has no predictive utility. 6 A few studies to date have examined the association between central adiposity and cognition in older adults. 6, 12 However, very little of this work has been translated to younger populations, leaving unanswered questions about how central adiposity may impact the brain in the absence of concomitant age-related cognitive decline and high rates of disease comorbidity. Determination of early adiposity-related brain changes is tantamount to preventive efforts as clinically significant cognitive decline is preceded by a latent period of degenerative changes that manifest in middle-aged and younger adults. 13 In particular, fMRI may provide an efficacious method for assessing the impact of central adiposity in cognitively intact middle-aged adults as it can identify altered brain activation patterns indicative of 1 cognitive vulnerability.
14 Prior work in our laboratory and others has identified changes in brain activation during cognition in association with elevated body mass index. [15] [16] [17] However, to our knowledge, no published studies have examined the impact of central adiposity on the BOLD response to cognitive challenge. Thus, the goal of the current study was to determine how a centralized distribution of adiposity relates to brain activation during a working memory task in a cognitively-intact middle-aged sample. Working memory was examined during fMRI as this cognitive domain has been shown to be particularly vulnerable to obesity in otherwise healthy older adult populations. 4 The working memory paradigm consisted of a verbal n-back task because this measure has demonstrated sensitivity for detecting alterations in association with cardiovascular and metabolic risk factors. 16, 18 Moreover, the expected pattern of activation for this task, including the prefrontal cortex and superior and inferior parietal lobes, has been well established in the literature. 19, 20 Central adiposity was assessed with waist circumference, the best anthropometric index of visceral adipose accumulation. 21 On the basis of the robust metabolic properties of visceral adiposity, 11 waist circumference was hypothesized to predict alterations in brain activation during the working memory challenge.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Adults between the ages of 40-60 years were recruited from the community through electronic and print advertisements. All potential participants underwent a telephone screening and completed a medical history questionnaire to establish eligibility. Eligibility criteria included a medical history free of overt coronary artery disease, neurological disease (for example, Parkinson's disease, stroke, multiple sclerosis, clinically significant traumatic brain injury), major psychiatric illness (for example, bipolar disorder, schizophrenia), and substance abuse (that is, diagnosed abuse and/or treatment for substance abuse). In addition, exclusionary criteria were left-hand dominance, current smoking, diabetes (fasting glucose >126 mg dl − 1 ), global cognitive impairment (Full Scale Intelligence Quotient, FSIQ o85), and incomplete or unusable data due to excessive movement in the scanner (translational displacement >2.5 mm in any plane). The study sample consisted of seventy-three participants, who provided written informed consent before enrollment. On the basis of participants' self-report, the ethnic distribution of the sample was as follows: 71.2%-Caucasian, 17.8%-Hispanic, 4.1%-African American, and 6.8%-other/did not specify.
Procedures
The study was approved by the local institutional review board and completed in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki, 1975 . Participants underwent two separate study visits, a general health assessment and a neuropsychological/brain imaging assessment.
General health assessment
After an 8-h fast, a blood sample was collected from the antecubital vein by venipucture. Fasting glucose and total cholesterol levels were ascertained using standard enzymatic technique. Waist circumference was assessed by measuring the midpoint between the iliac crest and lower rib during exhalation as recommended by the World Health Organization. 22 Height in centimeters and weight in kilograms were measured on a beam balance scale for body mass index calculations (kilograms divided by meters squared). Brachial systolic and diastolic blood pressure was assessed with a semi-automated device (VP-2000, Omron Healthcare, Bannockburn, IL, USA) after a 15-min period of rest.
Neuropsychological/brain imaging assessment
Participants were administered a neuropsychological battery consisting of clinical instruments with established reliability and validity. The battery was administered by research assistants with training in standard administration and scoring criteria. In an effort to limit the number of multiple comparisons, the cognitive tests were grouped into one of three cognitive domain scores as follows: (1) 26 Controlled Oral Word Associations Test (COWAT), 27 Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale IV (WAIS-IV) digit span subtest, 28 and Stoop colorword condition. 29 Z-scores were computed from raw test scores using the study sample's mean and standard deviation. Scores from timed tests were multiplied by −1 so that higher scores indicated superior performance. Within each domain, the z-scores were averaged together to create a composite domain score.
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) was conducted using a 3T Siemens Skyra scanner (Siemens Medical Solutions USA, Inc., Malvern, PA, USA) equipped with a standard head-coil. Anatomical scans of the entire brain were collected in the sagittal plane using a high-resolution ultrafast Gradient Echo 3D (MPRAGE) sequence (256 × 256 matrix, flip angle = 7°, field of view (FOV) = 24 × 24 cm 2 , 1 mm slice thickness, 0 gap). Functional magnetic resonance imaging was performed during completion of the 2-back verbal working memory using a whole brain echo-planer imaging sequence (TR = 3000 ms, TE = 30 ms, flip angle = 90°, FOV = 24 × 24 cm 2 , 64 × 64 matrix, 42 axial slices, 3 mm slice thickness, 0.3 mm gap).
During fMRI scanning, participants completed two 7-min runs of the verbal n-back task, 19, 20 each containing three alternating 0-back, 1-back, and 2-back blocks. Each block consisted of a visual presentation of 12 (0-back condition) or 15 (1-back and 2-back conditions) individual consonants, displayed in random order for 500 ms each with a 2500 ms inter-stimulus interval. Using an MRI-compatible two-button response box, participants indicated whether or not each letter was a target (33% in each block). The target for the 0-back condition was a pre-specified letter (H). The targets for the 1-back and 2-back conditions were any letter identical to the one presented one or two stimuli before, respectively. E-Prime software (Psychology Software Tools, Pittsburgh, PA, USA) was used to program and display the task. During scanning, the task was backprojected onto a screen located behind the participant's head and viewed through a double-mirror fixed to the head coil. Mean accuracy and reaction time for correct trials was calculated for each condition. All participants were given the opportunity to practice the task on a laptop before scanning.
Functional imaging analyses fMRI data was processed with tools available from FSL v 4.1.2 (FMRIB's Software Library, www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl). During preprocessing, fMRI images underwent motion correction with MCFLIRT, 30 removal of nonbrain structures with BET, 31 FILM prewhitening, high-pass filtering with a cut-off of 100 s, and spatial smoothing with a 5 mm full width half maximum Gaussian kernel. Non-brain structures were also extracted from the high-resolution anatomical images using BET. 31 Each participant's functional images were aligned to his/her high-resolution anatomical images using a 7-parameter affine transformation with FMRIB's Linear Image Registration Tool. 30 These images were then registered to standard stereotaxic space template (MNI 152) using a 12-parameter affine transformation with FMRIB's Linear Image Registration Tool. 30 First level data analysis for the 2-back task was conducted using the general linear model through FSL's Feat. The time series at each voxel was modeled with regressors for the block events (1-back, 2-back) against a baseline condition (0-back), following convolution with a double-gamma hemodynamic response function. Additional covariates in the model included reaction time, missed trials, motion parameters and the temporal derivates of all regressors. Given the interest in assessing working memoryrelated activation, the only examined contrast was 2-back>0-back. The contrast of interest was chosen on the basis of meta-analytic studies revealing that the n-back activates a consistent network of brain regions across 1-and 2-back conditions, 19 indicating that they engage similar processing strategies. However, higher load conditions (for example, 2-back) have superior psychometric properties, presumably due to the ceiling effect that often occurs during the 1-back condition. 32 Assessment of the interaction between peripheral metabolic parameters and working memory load was beyond the scope of the present study.
In the second level analysis, the parameter estimates were combined across task runs within each individual using a fixed effects design. Individual fMRI results from the second level analysis were combined across participants using FMRIB's Local Analysis of Mixed Effects.
An a priori region of interest (ROI) analysis was performed to explore the impact of waist circumference on 2-back-related BOLD response. To prevent circularity, the ROIs were created on the basis of the published coordinates of 2-back task-related activation in an independent sample. 18 These ROIs were specifically selected owing to their sensitivity for detecting alterations in response to metabolic and vascular factors. 18 GingerAle 2.0 (www.brainmap.org) was used to convert the Talairach space coordinates published in Haley et al. 18 into MNI stereotaxic space for the current analyses. 33 Subsequently, 5 mm spheres were created around these coordinates and binarized into a mask. The mean 2-back>0-back BOLD response was extracted from each ROI and percent signal change was computed as described in http://mumford.bol.ucla.edu/perchange_ guide.pdf. To calculate percent signal change, the 2-back>0-back parameter estimate was multiplied by a reference regressor height. This value was divided by the mean activation across the entire time series and then multiplied by 100.
Statistical analyses
Descriptive statistics were used to calculate the study sample's means and standard deviations for the demographic, physiological and cognitive domain variables. The relationship between cognitive domain performance and waist circumference was explored with linear regression, statistically adjusting for age and education.
The association between 2-back-related activation in the a priori ROIs and waist circumference was assessed with linear regression models, statistically adjusting for age, sex, systolic blood pressure and total cholesterol levels. The models were further adjusted for fasting glucose values in an exploratory follow-up step, despite the fact that none of the participants fulfilled criteria for diabetes. Covariates were selected on the basis of their documented association with adiposity. Shapiro-Wilk tests revealed non-normal residuals for six of these models (Po0.05) so nonparametric bootstrapping was employed. Bootstrapping does not necessitate reliance on parametric assumptions for the underlying distribution and is thus appropriate for non-Gaussian distributed data. Moreover, it provides a method to correct for bias between the sample statistic and population parameter. In order to estimate the sampling distribution, 1000 samples of n = 73 were drawn with replacement. This distribution was then used to estimate regression statistics (standard errors and 95% biascorrected confidence intervals) for each model. In order to preserve the type 1 error across multiple comparisons, a Bonferroni corrected alpha level of 0.0062 was used as the criterion for statistical significance.
As a follow-up analysis, partial correlations were used to explore the association between 2-back task performance and BOLD response in the two ROIs with significant effects for waist circumference after controlling for age and education. Given the exploratory nature of these analyses, a two-tailed alpha level of 0.05 was used as the criterion for significance. All statistical analyses were conducted using SPSS 21.0 (SPSS, Chicago, IL, USA).
RESULTS
Means and standard deviations of demographic and physiological characteristics are presented in Table 1 . According to the World Health Organization's guidelines for waist circumference, 22 24 participants (32.9%) were at low risk (⩽94 cm for men and ⩽80 cm for women), 11 (15.1%) were at increased risk (>94 to ⩽102 cm for men and >80 to ⩽88 cm for women), and 38 (52.1%) were at substantially increased risk (>102 cm for men and >88 cm for women) of future metabolic complications. Table 2 presents the means and standard deviations for the raw neuropsychological test scores and 2-back task performance indices. Descriptive statistics revealed a highly educated (mean education = 16.6 years), cognitively-intact middle-aged sample. Table 3 displays the results of the linear regression analyses examining the relation between cognitive domain performance and waist circumference, after statistical adjustment for age and education. Only the overall model for the global cognitive domain attained statistical significance (P = 0.014) with higher education predictive of better performance (P = 0.002). Age and waist circumference did not account for any unique variance the model. The non-significant associations between cognitive performance and waist circumference are not surprising given the relatively young, high functioning (mean FSIQ = 116) sample.
Multiple linear regression with bootstrapping was used to explore the associations between 2-back-related activation in the a priori ROIs and waist circumference, controlling for age, sex, systolic blood pressure and total cholesterol. As displayed in Table 4 , the overall models for left middle frontal gyrus (P = 0.003) and right superior frontal gyrus (P o 0.001) were statistically significant even after adjustment for multiple comparisons (P o 0.0062). For the left middle frontal gyrus, sex (P = 0.002) and waist circumference (P = 0.002) accounted for significant variance. As displayed in Figure 1 , higher waist circumference predicted lower 2-back activation in the left middle frontal gyrus. For the right superior frontal gyrus, sex (P = 0.001), systolic blood pressure (P = 0.006) and waist circumference (P = 0.001) were significant. Higher waist circumference predicted lower 2-back activation in the right superior frontal gyrus (Figure 2 ). Despite the fact that none of the participants fulfilled criteria for diabetes, the models were further adjusted for fasting glucose values in a follow-up analysis due to the documented effects of obesity on fasting glucose. The main effect of waist circumference on activation in the left middle frontal gyrus and right superior frontal gyrus was maintained, although slightly attenuated by the inclusion of fasting glucose levels in the model (left middle frontal gyrus: overall P-value = 0.006; age β = − 0.009, P = 0.184; sex β = 0.282, P = 0.002; systolic blood pressure β = 0.006, P = 0.065; total cholesterol β = − 0.001, P = 0.307; glucose β = − 0.003, P = 0.373; Central adiposity and fMRI MM Gonzales et al waist circumference β = − 0.008, P = 0.010; right superior frontal gyrus: overall P-value o 0.001; age β = − 0.006, P = 0.132; sex β = 0.230, P = 0.002; systolic blood pressure β = 0.006, P = 0.002; total cholesterol β = 0.000, P = 0.789; glucose β = − 0.005, P = 0.063; waist circumference β = − 0.006, P = 0.004).
In addition, partial correlations were used to explore the association between 2-back task performance and BOLD response in the two ROIs with significant effects for waist circumference after controlling for age and education. Higher activation in the left middle frontal gyrus was associated with faster 2-back reaction time (r = − 0.266, P = 0.025), as well as trends towards faster 0-back reaction time (r = − 0.217, P = 0.070) and higher 0-back accuracy (r = 0.222, P = 0.062). There was no association with 2-back accuracy (r = 0.161, P = 0.181). Within the right superior frontal gyrus, higher activation was associated with faster 0-back reaction time (r = − 0.369, P = 0.002). There were no significant associations with 2-back reaction time (r = − 0.115, P = 0.338), 0-back accuracy (r = 0.174, P = 0.147), and 2-back accuracy (r = 0.084, P = 0.486).
DISCUSSION
The primary finding from the current study was that higher waist circumference was associated with decreased working memoryrelated BOLD response in the left middle frontal gyrus and right superior frontal gyrus, a pattern of activation that corresponded with poorer task performance. Moreover, the main effect of waist circumference was independent of systolic blood pressure and total cholesterol. In the periphery, visceral adiposity is robust and independent indicator of future metabolic and cardiovascular dysfunction. 11 Our results suggest that central adiposity may similarly exert a detrimental influence on central nervous system functioning.
In the current study, larger waist circumference was associated with alterations in the BOLD response during cognition, but not performance on neuropsychological tests. A well-established link exists between midlife obesity and late life cognitive decline. 6, 7 However, the impact of obesity on cognition within middle-aged populations has been less widely examined. Prior research on middle-aged adults with a similar sample size has also failed to find obesity-related cognitive changes on cross-sectional examination. 5 Moreover, cognitive effects may be particularly difficult to detect in our sample given the high level of educational attainment (mean = 16.6 years) and above average IQ (mean FSIQ = 116.3). These cognitive reserve factors have been found to diminish observed neuropsychological deficits in individuals with elevated body mass index. 34 In contrast to the null cognitive effects, waist circumference was associated with alterations brain activation that predicted poorer task performance. Thus, fMRI may provide greater sensitivity for detecting early adiposity-related changes in neural efficiency as documented in healthy individuals at genetic risk for Alzheimer's disease. 14 fMRI was performed during completion of a working memory task in the current study. Working memory, a process that involves the short-term storage and manipulation of information, governs planning and reasoning processes that are fundamental to most daily activities. 35 In our study, higher waist circumference predicted diminished BOLD response in the right superior frontal gyrus and left middle frontal gyrus, integral areas for working memory performance. 19, 20 The middle frontal gyrus governs executively-mediated components of working memory such as monitoring and manipulation of incoming information, whereas the superior frontal gyrus regulates attentional allocation. 19 Numerous studies have reported that higher BOLD response in these regions is necessary to negate age-related declines in neural efficiency and maintain task performance. 36, 37 Not surprisingly, waist circumference-related decrements in the BOLD response in these regions predicted slower reaction time. Diminished activation in the frontal lobes observed in association with larger waist circumference may be indicative of inability to flexibly recruit neural resources during challenging cognitive tasks, resulting in slower information processing. 37 Visceral adiposity, which accumulates along the waistline, has hormonal and molecular properties that may govern its pathogenic effects on central nervous system functioning. In comparison with total mass, visceral adiposity is a stronger predictor of elevated levels of pro-inflammatory cytokines such as TNF-alpha, interleukin 6 (IL-6), and C-reactive protein. 38 These cytokines are capable of crossing the blood brain barrier, where they can propagate a local inflammatory response. 39 In the brain, inflammation stimulates microglial reactivity, which may directly damage neuronal tissue by inducing oxidative damage. 40 Multiple reports indicate that elevated levels of pro-inflammatory cytokines are linked to poorer cognitive performance, 41 cerebral atrophy Residual regression plot displaying the association between waist circumference (range: 64-135 cm) and percent signal change for 2-back activation in the right superior frontal gyrus after adjustment for age, sex, systolic blood pressure and total cholesterol; x and y axis units are arbitrary. The strength of the association was assessed using non-parametric bootstrapping.
and white matter damage. 43 Moreover, systemic and central nervous system inflammation is a hallmark of Alzheimer's disease and may contribute to its progression. 44, 45 Thus, the alterations in the BOLD response observed in response to larger waist circumference may be driven by central nervous system damage secondary to inflammation.
The significance of central adiposity on the BOLD response may also be governed by the direct impact of adipokines on the brain. Adipokines are metabolically active peptides that are secreted by adipose tissue. One of the most widely studied adipokines is leptin, which serves to regulate energy homeostasis and is secreted in higher levels with greater adipose tissue mass. 46 Leptin uses saturable transport systems to access the central nervous system, 47 where it modulates pre-and post-synaptic neurotransmitter release to facilitate learning and memory. 48 Elevations in triglycerides, which are directly linked to visceral adiposity, 49 impair the transport of leptin to the brain. 50 Reductions in leptin are associated with poorer cognitive performance 51 and diminished brain volume, particularly in the frontal lobes. 52 Similarly, in the current study, larger waist circumference was predictive of BOLD signal alterations in the highly vulnerable frontal lobe regions, indicating that leptin dysregulation may be a contributing mechanism.
Finally, central adiposity may affect central nervous system functioning by modulating neurotransmitter synthesis, particularly in the dopaminergic system. Obesity is associated with diminished dopamine receptor availability in both human and animal studies. 53, 54 Moreover, adipokines such as leptin and resistin directly suppress dopamine release in the central nervous system. 55, 56 Disruptions to the dopamine system induce prefrontal cortex hypometabolism 57 and impair executive function performance, 58 presumably due to reduced dopamingeric regulation of pyramidal and GABAergic inhibitory neurons in the frontal lobes. 59 Diminished left prefrontal cortex activation during working memory has been shown to be mediated by dopamine receptor availability. 60 In the current study, larger waist circumference was associated with lower BOLD response in this region, suggesting that adiposity-related reductions in dopaminergic function may be a governing factor.
Adiposity-induced changes in inflammation, leptin levels and dopaminergic activity may act synergistically with one another and other unmeasured physiological factors to perturb central nervous system functioning. The proposed mechanisms are speculative at this point and will necessitate validation from future studies that directly assess these components. Additional limitations of the current study must also be considered when interpreting the findings. The study used a cross-sectional design, which precludes the ability to assess causation. Although we predict that a centralized distribution of adiposity impacts the central nervous system, it is possible that individuals with higher waist circumference will have inherited alterations in the brain that contribute both to cognitive performance and the development of obesity. In addition, waist circumference is a proxy measure for visceral adiposity. Although prior research has indicated that waist circumference is the best anthropometric index of visceral adiposity, 21 future studies will benefit from more direct assessments of adipose mass such as magnetic resonance imaging and computed tomography. Another methodological consideration is the inclusion of non-cognitive and hypercapnic fMRI tasks to determine if the observed BOLD changes are specific to cognition or more globally indicate cerebrovascular disturbance. Finally, the sample was relatively healthy and homogenous in terms of educational achievement and global cognitive functioning. Future studies should include larger, more diverse samples to more fully assess how central adiposity affects brain activation across the general population.
In summary, larger waist circumference was associated with diminished working-memory-related BOLD signal in the left middle frontal gyrus and right superior frontal gyrus, a pattern of activation that corresponded with poorer task performance. Moreover, the main effect of waist circumference was observed over and above control for systolic blood pressure and total cholesterol. Although future studies are necessary, the results suggest that similar to its role in the periphery, 10, 11 central adiposity may be a robust predictor of metabolic and hormonal alterations that impinge upon central nervous system functioning.
